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Set context for where Upper Hutt is located and the scale of current development.

• Top of the Hutt Valley, nestled into valleys 

• Strong reliance on transport connectivity

• Generally built at a typical suburban (low) density

• Only a small proportion of the district is suitable for urban, so a strong focus on 

utilising what we have – naturally constrained
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Provide visual of rivers/catchments, known flooding, and its interplay with areas 

where people live.

• Yellow areas are urban residential zoning, Green is rural ‘lifestyle block’ areas –

remaining is rural – see insert

• All rivers lead to the Hutt River, with tributaries intersecting established urban 

areas – flooding is a concern for some areas
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Illustrate its long history of settlement – one of the first places settled in Wellington 

in 1840 (above image from 1943).

The established historical settlement pattern has very much set the urban form we 

have today. Once an area is built, it is very hard to change. 
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We have always had a close relationship with the Hutt River. Image from 1943.

Development has always been close to the river, including farming areas. Attitudes 

take a long time to change. 

River forms a function as an outlet for people – like a park, but also a source of 

historic damage. 
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This historic pattern means that people are used to a certain type of amenity. 

This highlights some of the perception challenges we will face through intensification: 

openness, privacy, outlook, sunlight access, private vehicle transport. 
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Highlights the increased challenge we have – while population increased a lot over 

the GFC period, development was uneconomic to pursue, which has left a 

development void. 

We are now playing catch-up. In the most recent years overall development levels 

haven’t increased drastically, while population increase remains high. 
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Overview of mechanisms UHCC has historically used to control development.

Noting that strategy documents direct changes to other Council documents, so it is 

up to Council to change these – namely the District Plan. 
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Overview of growth areas identified in the 2016 Land Use Strategy (LUS). 

Every site has its challenges to develop (and some have already been realised), 

therefore development in the short to medium term is expected to be concentrated 

on existing urban areas (infill intensification). 
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Infill areas are likely to be those identified under the 2016 LUS. 

Noting that there is an understanding at a fundamental level that intensification is 

coming, but is required to be given full effect through the District Plan
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• No immediate greenfield areas, means development is focused on established 

areas

• Space constrains means developers will be continue to be pushed to innovate –

with both space and typology

• Infrastructure already has constraints, which can be site by site specific
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Historic development is about 15 dw/ha, newer developments are around 20 dw/ha 

or even 25 dw/ha. 

These are examples of the most recent developments in Upper Hutt, which we would 

expect to see more of – at an increasing density. 
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• Central Government push to provide for more development, and monitor whether 

we are meeting demand
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• Overview of planning hierarchy and how Council must give effect to higher order 

documents

• The HBA is a required response from the NPS-UDC, to be completed every 3 years

• Shows the weighting of the NPS-UDC, which means that the District Plan looses 

some control 
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• Overview of UDC direction and what the HBA captures

• Results have strong directive, due to the power of higher order documents
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• Continued demand for housing

• Transitioning to smaller dwellings – 1 or 2 bedroom units (demographic profile 

changing – aging population and more couples with no children)
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Overview of feasible greenfield areas – highlighting the validity of the 2016 LUS. 
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Overall change in typology over time – from intensive land use (industrial), to more 

commercial land use. 
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• Three waters infrastructure is fairly constrained in the long term

• Focus on paying for upgrading infrastucture

• State Highway network also has long standing issues which need to be addressed
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• Results show that current rules only allow for limited infill development – not 

helped by historic development pattern

• Additional greenfield sites may take time to be available, so need to focus on what 

space we have

• Three waters will need attention soon, and are dependent on being able to service 

new development

• Possibility of some business areas being redeveloped as residential – however 

focus is on multi-use, with care taken that establish businesses are not impeded by 

residential development
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• Solutions are available, and there is more requirement for this to be actively 

incorporated in development regulation

• Global stormwater discharge, NPS for Freshwater Management – all examples of 

direction

• Both locally and in other centres – examples of solutions

• Community and Council are motivated to provide solutions

• PC50 is the vehicle for most of this change (Rural and Residential Chapters Review 

of the District Plan)
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• Design guides

• Education of developers and construction companies

• Part of requirements of new development
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• Solutions at smaller scale

• Incorporated design, public and private space
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• Smaller catchment (street by street) solutions

• Water quantity and quality solution

• Underlying ground conditions similar in nature to Upper Hutt – a model we can 

adopt
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• Development is progressing to produce guides

• More and more examples are coming to fruition

• Well-known example in Wellington City in Waitangi Park – with two core benefits: 

aesthetics/amenity and quality 
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